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Abstract—In this paper, a novel maximum a posteriori (MAP)
estimation approach is employed for error correction of arith-
metic codes with a forbidden symbol. The system is founded on the
principle of joint source channel coding, which allows one to unify
the arithmetic decoding and error correction tasks into a single
process, with superior performance compared to traditional sepa-
rated techniques. The proposed system improves the performance
in terms of error correction with respect to a separated source
and channel coding approach based on convolutional codes, with
the additional great advantage of allowing complete flexibility in
adjusting the coding rate. The proposed MAP decoder is tested in
the case of image transmission across the additive white Gaussian
noise channel and compared against standard forward error
correction techniques in terms of performance and complexity.
Both hard and soft decoding are taken into account, and excellent
results in terms of packet error rate and decoded image quality
are obtained.

Index Terms—Arithmetic coding, image transmission, joint
source/channel coding (JSCC), maximum (MAP)
estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE FUTURE of telecommunications is being driven by
two impressive recent phenomena, namely the widespread

diffusion of the Internet and the development of personal mo-
bile communications. The migration to the wireless channel of
Internet-based services such as multimedia communications,
video conferencing, and digital image and music sharing is
colliding with the bandwidth and power limitations imposed by
the mobile environment. As a consequence, the research com-
munity is moving toward more interdisciplinary approaches
involving networking, digital communications and multimedia
expertise in order to improve the overall quality of service
yielded by the system.

In this light, joint source/channel coding (JSCC) techniques
are emerging as a natural integration of the multimedia and
digital communication worlds. In fact, the wireless bandwidth
limitation and the high data rates and latency constraints im-
posed by multimedia services are emphasizing the practical
shortcomings of Shannon’s source-channel separation theorem
[1]. JSCC techniques are based on the fact that in practical
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cases the source encoder is not able to ideally decorrelate the
input sequence; some implicit redundancy is still present in
the compressed stream and can be properly exploited by the
decoder for error control. As a consequence, it is possible
to improve the decoder performance considering source and
channel coding jointly.

In the JSCC field, considerable attention has been devoted in
the past to the error resilience of variable length codes (VLCs)
[2]–[7]. VLCs represent the final entropy coding stage for many
coding standards such as JPEG, MPEG-4 and H.263, and their
robustness to transmission errors is clearly a major issue. In
[2], [3] the residual redundancy in the source encoder output
is represented by a Markov model, and is used as a form of im-
plicit channel protection at the decoder side; exact and approx-
imate maximum a posteriori (MAP) sequence estimators are
proposed. Results are provided in the case of image transmission
across the binary symmetric channel (BSC); the source coder
implements Huffman coding of neighboring pixel differences.
Another MAP decoding technique for VLCs is proposed in [4],
and tested in the case of transmission of a first order Markov
source. In [5] soft decoding is used, and results for MPEG-4
reversible VLCs are reported. In [6], a low complexity soft de-
coding of VLCs is proposed; the results also include joint source
channel decoding when turbo codes are used for error correc-
tion. In [7] the turbo principle is applied to joint source-channel
decoding of VLCs when cascaded with a channel code.

On the other hand, emerging coding standards such as JPEG
2000 [8] and JBIG2 [9] for still pictures and H.264 [10] for
video sequences use arithmetic coding (AC) as the final entropy
coding stage. AC can allocate fractional numbers of bits to input
symbols, thus improving the compression efficiency [11]. More-
over, it easily encompasses efficient adaptive coding solutions.
However, AC is very sensitive to transmission error; the arith-
metic decoder has poor resynchronization properties and the
high compression efficiency prevents MAP decoding based on
residual redundancy. Hence there is a great interest in resilient
AC, and in JSCC techniques based on AC [12]–[23]. In [12]
an error recovery technique based on automatic repeat request
(ARQ) is implemented by means of AC with proper insertion
of markers. In [13], [14] an AC that embeds channel coding is
presented; the idea is to enforce a minimum Hamming distance
constraint among encoded sequences, allowing the implemen-
tation of a MAP estimator at the decoder side. AC with error
detection capability is proposed in [15], where variable to fixed
length AC is designed. Another way to obtain error detection,
based on the insertion of a forbidden symbol in the input al-
phabet, was initially proposed in [16], and further studied in [17]
and [18]. The forbidden symbol allows one to adjust the amount
of coding redundancy to be embedded in the coded stream. At
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the expense of compression efficiency, it permits error detection
at the decoder side. In [17], an ARQ strategy is validated in the
case of lossless image transmission across the BSC. The coding
redundancy conveyed by the forbidden symbol can be recog-
nized by the decoder in order to attempt not only error detection
but also error correction. In [19], error correction is performed
in the case of transmission across the additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) channel; binary signalling with null zone soft de-
coding is employed. The performance is evaluated in terms of
packet recovery rate for differentially encoded images. In [20],
sequential decoding of arithmetic coded data is discussed and
a very simple arithmetic encoder is shown to achieve excellent
performance in terms of error correction. In [21], a JSCC con-
catenated scheme based on AC and trellis coded modulation is
applied to image transmission. In [22] and [23], some prelimi-
nary work on MAP decoding of AC with a forbidden symbol is
presented in the case of image transmission across the BSC.

In this paper, the MAP decoding approach is employed for
error correction of binary AC with a forbidden symbol; the MAP
approach is employed for both hard and soft decoding in the case
of transmission across the AWGN channel. Two different se-
quential search techniques are applied to the estimation problem
and compared in terms of complexity and performance. AC with
a forbidden symbol and MAP estimation allow us to design a
novel joint source/channel coding and decoding scheme with at-
tractive features in terms of error correction, adaptivity and rate
flexibility. The original contributions of our work mainly rely on
the use of a MAP decoding metric, where the a priori knowledge
of the source is taken into account in the correction algorithm,
along with the forbidden symbol error detection and the channel
transition probability. Some of this work has appeared in [22],
[23], where transmission across the binary symmetric channel
was considered. In [19] another JSCC approach based on AC
with a forbidden symbol is proposed. In [19] a 256-symbol AC
is employed to encode pixel prediction errors and the error cor-
rection task is based on a maximum-likelihood (ML) criterion,
i.e., minimum distance. Results for AWGN channel transmis-
sion with soft decoding are given. In the present paper, the vi-
ability of the proposed approach is demonstrated in the case
of image transmission in two typical cases: lossless predictive
coding and lossy progressive coding. The first application al-
lows us to validate the proposed techniques and to compare the
MAP estimation algorithms with the results in [19], based on
ML decoding. The second set of experiments is particularly in-
novative, since it couples the proposed error resilient sequen-
tial entropy coding and the popular SPIHT image coder. The
ability to sequentially decode the SPIHT embedded bitstream in
the presence of transmission errors is particularly attractive and
it exhibits a better performance than powerful error protection
techniques based on FEC [24]. During the review of the present
paper, an independent work on sequential arithmetic decoding
for reliable image transmission has been published [25]. In this
case synchronization markers, instead of the forbidden symbol,
are used for error detection purpose. A preliminary comparison
with this alternative technique is reported in Section VI.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, AC with a
forbidden symbol is briefly reviewed. In Section III, the error
correction task is formulated in terms of a MAP estimation
problem, and the employed sequential decoding algorithms are

Fig. 1. Binary arithmetic encoder with forbidden symbol �.

described in Section IV. In Sections V and VI, we evaluate the
performance of the proposed technique. Finally, Section VII
shows our conclusions and offers directions for future work.

II. ARITHMETIC CODING (AC)

In this paper we select a simple, yet significant, case study
where the input sequence ,

, is constituted by binary outcomes of a binary memo-
ryless source with symbol probabilities and

, , . It is
worth noticing that the concepts introduced here can be general-
ized to more sophisticated source models as well as to adaptive
AC.

Binary arithmetic encoding is an iterative task, whose objec-
tive is to map the input sequence , onto a variable
length binary string , , representing its probability.
This task is performed by progressively refining the probability
interval corresponding to . The probability interval is initial-
ized to (0,1) and then the interval portion corresponding to the
encoded symbol is iteratively selected. After iterations, an in-
terval , whose size corresponds to the input sequence prob-
ability, is obtained and encoded by means of the shortest bi-
nary sequence belonging to it; the expected number of bits
required by this operation is , where

is the memoryless source entropy rate.
The decoding task, in the error free case, simply follows the
dual process and consists of iteratively finding the interval to
which the encoded codeword belongs. It is worth pointing out
that both encoding and decoding can be accomplished sequen-
tially, avoiding excessive delay [11].

The decoding process is very fragile with respect to transmis-
sion errors; in fact, a single flipped bit can shift the correct code-
word to the adjacent interval, causing irreversible desynchro-
nization. This behavior has motivated the design of a number
of error detection tools for AC, briefly described in Section I.
In this paper, we use an error detecting AC based on the intro-
duction of a forbidden symbol into the coding alphabet [16]. A
forbidden symbol , which is never encoded and whose prob-
ability is fixed to an arbitrary value , provides a form
of coding redundancy. The introduction of clearly implies a
modification of the symbol probabilities, that become less ac-
curate with respect to the source model as increases. This cor-
responds to an amount of coding redundancy per encoded bit

[17], that is forced in the encoded binary
sequence at the expense of compression efficiency. In Fig. 1, we
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the proposed transmission system.

show three iterations of the modified encoder with a forbidden
symbol, which is based on the ternary alphabet “0”, “1” and
“ ” with probabilities , and , respectively.
The presence of causes an interval shrinkage by a factor
at each iteration, which corresponds to a codeword , whose
expected length is increased with re-
spect to the case without the forbidden symbol. At the decoder
side, the presence of can be used for error detection; if the
decoder detects the forbidden symbol, it means that transmis-
sion errors have occurred. Countermeasures can then be taken,
such as retransmission. In [17], the reliability of this error detec-
tion mechanism is evaluated. In particular, if an error occurs in a
certain position, the probability that the error detection delay is
greater than symbols is . Therefore, a large value of
assures fast error detection, but it greatly reduces the compres-
sion efficiency. The performance of an error correcting decoder
based on the forbidden symbol detection is described in the fol-
lowing sections. Moreover, the use of the forbidden symbol ex-
hibits additional advantages if compared with other error detec-
tion techniques, such as the use of periodic cyclic redundancy
check (CRC) or synchronization markers. First of all, the coding
redundancy can be flexibly controlled by means of a single pa-
rameter, i.e., the value of the probability , which takes on con-
tinuous values and allows one to achieve any coding rate. Fi-
nally, the forbidden symbol guarantees the so called continuous
error detection [18], since errors can be revealed sequentially
during AC decoding; on the contrary, the use of periodic CRC
or synchronization markers permits error detection only after a
whole block of data has been completely decoded.

III. MAP DECODING METRIC

The coding redundancy associated with the forbidden symbol
can be used by the decoder to select the best estimate of the
encoded sequence, received through an error prone channel.
In the following, we consider the transmission scheme whose
block diagram is represented in Fig. 2. The variable length code-
word , corresponding to the input
sequence , is transmitted across
the channel with transition probability . Note that in
the channel block we include modulation, channel transmission
and demodulation. The receiver observes the demodulated se-
quence . It is worth noticing that, if one
models sequences , and as random variables, they consti-
tute a Markov chain, where AC introduces a variable amount of
memory between source and coded symbols.

The objective of the MAP decoder is to find the most probable
input sequence

(1)

Therefore, the estimation is based on the following decoding
metric:

(2)

In principle the decoding task consists of evaluating the metric
(2) for all possible pairs , such that the length of the
encoded sequence is equal to ; in the following we will
denote the subset of codewords of length as . The
metric (2) includes the channel transition probability, the a
priori source probability and the term . The first
two terms are known and can be evaluated on the basis of the
channel model and the a priori source model, respectively. The
last term requires more attention. It can be written as

(3)

It can be easily understood that the evaluation of this term is as
complex as the whole decoding metric and requires knowledge
of the subset , which is infeasible for practical values of .
Therefore, proper approximations will be adopted, as detailed in
Sections III-A and III-B.

Finally, in the case of memoryless channels, it is useful to
express the decoding metric in the additive form

(4)

where

(5)

The term represents the a priori probability of the
source symbols output by the arithmetic decoder associated
with the th bit of codeword ; it is worth noticing that, due to
the variable length nature of AC, the number of decoded source
symbols is variable and depends on both the codeword , and
the bit position . The additive metric can be employed
as the branch metric by the sequential techniques used to find
the best estimate. In the following sections we will analyze the
branch metric for transmission across the AWGN channel with
hard and soft decoding.
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A. BPSK With Hard Decoding

For transmission across an AWGN channel using binary
phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulation with signal to noise
ratio and hard decoding, the channel transition proba-
bility is

if
if (6)

with .

As already discussed, the evaluation of is not straight-
forward. Hence we adopt the approximation ,
which amounts to assuming that there are equally likely
possible codewords of length . Because of the variable
length of AC, this assumption does not generally hold true; in
other words, not all the possible sequences of length are valid
AC codewords. Nevertheless, the adopted assumption has pro-
vided satisfactory results for MAP decoding of VLC in [2], [3]
and can be justified by the concept of typical sequence [26]. In
fact, for large values of , the typical sequences , defined as
those ones with “0”s and “1”s, are equally likely and
are mapped onto AC codewords of bits. The number
of such sequences is , and can be approximated to
by means of Stirling’s formula. In conclusion, by means of this
latter approximation, the branch decoding metric (5) turns out
to be

(7)

B. BPSK With Soft Decoding

For BPSK modulation with soft decoding, the MAP estimator
observes the values , , where

is the modulated level and is a
Gaussian noise sample with zero mean and variance . This
channel model yields

(8)

Using conditional probabilities, we can write
, where is the th bit of the

transmitted codeword, and is assumed to take values “0” and
“1” with equal probability. As in the hard decoding case, the
equiprobability hypothesis greatly simplifies the evaluation.
Thus it is straightforward to obtain

(9)

Finally, in the soft decoding case, the branch decoding metric
becomes

(10)

IV. SEQUENTIAL SEARCH TECHNIQUES

This section is devoted to the description of the algorithms
used to evaluate the MAP decoding metrics (7) and (10). Di-
rect evaluation of the MAP metric over the subset is infea-
sible for two reasons. The first is that, for typical values of ,
it is impractical to store all codewords , so as to isolate
those belonging to . The second is that the large cardinality
of would anyhow prevent direct evaluation of the MAP
metric. Therefore it is essential to resort to suboptimal search
techniques, able to sequentially travel along the subset in
order to pick up the most likely sequence.

The first obstacle can be solved by exploiting the forbidden
symbol : the search for the best estimate is enlarged to all
binary sequences of length , ; those
sequences that are not admissible codewords can be dis-
carded, upon detection. The proposed decoder is implemented
by means of a search algorithm along the branches of the bi-
nary tree representing . During tree exploration, the branch
metric (7) or (10) can be accumulated, and non admissible code-
words can be pruned upon error detection. It is worth recalling
that error detection occurs with a delay whose probability de-
pends on the value of . The problem of the large cardinality
of the search space can be tackled by means of the sequential
search strategies described in the following sections.

A. Stack Algorithm (SA)

The stack algorithm (SA) [27] is known as a metric first tech-
nique. The best path selection is based on a greedy approach,
extending at each iteration the best stored path, i.e., the one with
the best accumulated metric (4). This is accomplished by storing
all the visited paths in an ordered list, with predefined maximum
length . Each element of the list contains the accumulated
metric and the state information for sequential arithmetic de-
coding. At each iteration, the best stored path is extended one
branch forward. The extended path is dropped if the forbidden
symbol is revealed or if the number of decoded symbols ex-
ceeds . Moreover, a branch is pruned if its metric falls below
a threshold, so as to avoid the extension of extremely unlikely
paths. The branching goes on until the stopping criterion is ful-
filled; in our implementation, the algorithm terminates as soon
as the best path in storage corresponds to a valid input sequence

, i.e., a path in the tree that corresponds to the decoding of
source bits, when all the codeword bits have been consumed.

Similarly to the Viterbi algorithm, decoding can be per-
formed sequentially, due to the merging of all paths after a
certain delay of processed bits [27], [26]. In fact, as the
least likely branches in the tree are progressively pruned, the
surviving paths tend to merge into a single one, while moving
back toward the tree root. This property can be exploited to
progressively output decoded bits as soon as the decoding tree
has collapsed into one single path.

B. M-Algorithm (MA)

The M-algorithm (MA) limits the search space to a number
of paths at each depth in the tree; for this reason, it can
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be classified as a breadth first technique [27], the breadth being
represented by the parameter.

At each iteration, all the stored paths, which are characterized
by the same depth in the tree, are extended one step forward
and their metrics are evaluated and accumulated; since
all the partially explored paths have the same length, the
term in (7) and (10) is the same for all sequences
and can be skipped. The same dropping rules of the SA are then
applied and only the best paths at depth are stored for the
next iteration. When the algorithm reaches the maximum depth

, the best stored path is taken as the best estimate
. As in the previous case, sequential decoding can be easily

obtained.
It is worth noticing that both SA and MA can fail the de-

coding. In fact, because of the search space limitation, the cor-
rect path can be irreversibly dropped during the recursions. In
such a case, the decoder can either declare a failure, or forward
to the subsequent system layer the best partially decoded path;
the latter solution is particularly effective if coupled with selec-
tive ARQ or when a progressive source decoder is used as in
Section VI.

C. Codeword Termination Strategy

The forbidden symbol guarantees error detection only after
a certain delay [18]; hence it allows continuous error detec-
tion during the sequential search. On the other hand, pruning
of codewords is not assured when the decoder ap-
proaches the last bit position . To fix this short-
coming, a proper AC termination strategy is implemented. The
encoder terminates each input sequence with an end of block
(EOB) symbol, with probability ; the EOB is always encoded
as the ( )th input symbol, using a modified source model
which includes the two binary symbols with probability

and , and the EOB symbol with probability . The
same termination rule is enforced at the decoder side and the es-
timates that do not respect the EOB constraint are discarded; this
supplementary error detection tool is activated when the search
algorithm reaches a leaf of the binary tree at depth .

V. LOSSLESS IMAGE COMPRESSION AND TRANSMISSION

The JSCC system described in Sections III and IV can be
profitably exploited for joint data compression and error pro-
tection. In the following, we present the experimental results
for lossless compression and transmission of still images. All
the reported results are worked out on the GIRL 256 256 test
image.

The experiments use a simple lossless image compression
scheme based on the predictor proposed in the JPEG lossless
coding system [28]. The predicted pixel at row and column is

; in the case of 8-bit grayscale
images, the prediction error is represented by
a 9-bit symbol. In our implementation, the most probable pre-
diction error values, i.e., those that are small in magnitude, are
mapped on 9-bit codewords with the maximum possible number
of “0”s; this way, an unbalanced binary input for the subsequent
entropy coder is obtained. It is worth noticing that this mapping

rule has not been optimized from the point of view of compres-
sion efficiency, which is not the main target of the present paper.

Packets of 256 symbols ( bits) are formed and en-
coded by means of binary nonadaptive AC; each packet is termi-
nated with the EOB symbol with probability , which
has been selected as a tradeoff between rate overhead and error
detection capability. The resulting variable length packets are
then transmitted across the AWGN channel. The packet length,
along with the a priori bit probability , is sent as side informa-
tion to the decoder. To this end, a header is added to each packet
and is protected using a (3,1,4) convolutional code. The pro-
posed scheme achieves a coding rate of 5.1 bits per pixel (bpp)
on the GIRL 256 256 test image when no forbidden symbol
is used; note that, as already mentioned, the optimization of the
compression performance is beyond the scope of the paper.

In the following, the JSCC AC scheme will be compared with
a traditional separated approach, where 256 symbol packets are
first compressed with binary AC ( ) and then protected
against transmission errors by means of rate compatible punc-
tured convolutional (RCPC) codes; we employ the code family
with memory and non punctured rate 1/3, proposed in
[29]. In the following, the proposed JSCC and the separated
coding systems will be compared for the same value of the
overall coding rate transmitted over the channel. The separated
approach yields an overall coding rate equal to bits per
each binary input, where is the first order entropy of the bi-
nary input sequence and is the employed RCPC coding rate.
In the JSCC case, the overall coding rate is bits per input
symbol. As a consequence, the use of the forbidden symbol ,
with probability , corresponds to an equivalent channel coding
rate .

First of all, the MAP decoders based on SA and MA are val-
idated in terms of the tradeoff between performance and com-
plexity, the critical parameter being represented by the choice
of the maximum memory . In Table I, both SA and MA are
tested with , corresponding to a coding rate ,
for and dB, yielding channel
transition probabilities , , and , respec-
tively. The hard decoding metric (7) is used. The results obtained
with the RCPC code of equivalent rate are shown for compar-
ison. The performance in terms of the packet error rate (PER) is
reported. Two complexity measures, and , are included
as well. is the average number of visited nodes normalized
by the codeword length; thus means that a single path
in the tree is explored from depth to without
any branching. For comparison, the Viterbi decoder evaluates

metrics in the convolutional trellis at each iteration, and
therefore the selected RCPC code has . is the
average packet decoding time, obtained by a Pentium IV at
1.8 GHz. In Table I, both SA and MA outperform the sepa-
rated RCPC codes in terms of PER for the selected values of

. When and , all
the decoders exhibit a poor correction performance in terms of
PER; this is clearly due to the use of a large channel coding
rate which is inadequate to counteract a very noisy
channel. Nevertheless, the JSCC system always yields better re-
sults than separated RCPC coding. It can be noticed that the
two algorithms converge to the same performance in the limit
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TABLE I
PER, AVERAGE VISIT E[V ], AND AVERAGE FRAME DECODING TIME T FOR RCPC, SA, AND MA AS A FUNCTION OF M . CODING RATE R = 8=9,

CORRESPONDING TO � = 0:05, HARD DECODING

of large , but MA saturates faster than SA. Nevertheless, the
SA greedy search is quicker than MA when channel conditions
are not harsh [27]. For , SA exhibits an average visit as
low as 3.4, and the decoding time is as fast as the Viterbi decoder
for RCPC codes. Conversely, when , the complexity of
SA may become prohibitive. On the other hand, MA exhibits a
deterministic behavior and , i.e., the number of vis-
ited nodes at each depth. In fact, the MA computational burden
is mainly due to the cost of the sorting operation of the
metrics at each iteration, amounting to ; the same
sorting task affects SA complexity, but in this case the list is not
always full, and the computational effort is more concentrated
on erroneous sections of the received codeword.

In conclusion, the results reported in Table I show that the pro-
posed decoders are able to outperform standard convolutional
coding and exhibit a scalable complexity, which depends on the
choice of . On the other hand, the optimal choice of the system
parameters remains an open issue; in fact, given a channel state,
i.e., the channel SNR, and a source model, i.e., the value of in
the case of the memoryless source, the error correction perfor-
mance depends on the joint selection of the parameters and .
A large value of means more coding redundancy and assures a
more efficient pruning of the decoding tree. On the other hand,
increasing the sequential search memory guarantees that a
larger number of candidate paths are stored in the tree. The op-
timal performance in terms of both error correction and com-
putational complexity corresponds to the optimal tradeoff be-
tween an efficient tree pruning and a sufficient search memory.
In the following, a large value of will be employed to test
the presented decoders in terms of coding redundancy, while
keeping the search space as large as possible. In particular, SA
with will be selected to validate the performance
of the MAP decoder, because of its better tradeoff between per-
formance and complexity when the channel is not in extremely
harsh conditions.

In Figs. 3–5, PER as a function of the channel SNR is plotted
for corresponding to coding rates

and , which represent three puncturing choices of
the selected RCPC code. The performance of both hard (7) and
soft (10) MAP estimation is compared with that of RCPC. It
can be noticed that the MAP estimator exhibits a considerable
coding gain of about 1 dB over RCPC codes, and that soft out-

Fig. 3. PER versus E =N for MAP decoding with SA and � = 0:05 (square
markers) and RCPC with corresponding rateR = 8=9 (triangle); hard (solid);
soft (dash) decoding.

Fig. 4. PER versusE =N for MAP decoding with SA and � = 0:097 (square
markers) and RCPC with corresponding rateR = 4=5 (triangle); hard (solid);
soft (dash) decoding.

performs hard decoding by about 2 dB. The excellent perfor-
mance of the proposed system is due to the JSCC approach,
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Fig. 5. PER versusE =N for MAP decoding with SA and � = 0:185 (square
markers) and RCPC with corresponding rateR = 2=3 (triangle); hard (solid);
soft (dash) decoding.

Fig. 6. PER versus � for MAP decoding (square markers) and RCPC (triangle)
in the case E =N = 5:5 dB; hard (solid); soft (dash) decoding.

which allows one to integrate the source knowledge provided
by the AC source model, and the efficient continuous error de-
tection obtained with the forbidden symbol, in order to perform
forward error correction, even in the absence of explicit channel
coding. Moreover, the implemented system demonstrates the
feasibility of both hard and soft MAP estimation at a reason-
able computational cost.

Furthermore, the proposed JSCC approach allows a fine grain
coding rate scalability. In fact, any desired coding rate can be
achieved by selecting the proper value of ; on the other hand,
RCPC codes are constrained to a limited number of puncturing
patterns. In Fig. 6, PER as a function of is shown for

dB; hard (solid square) and soft (dash square) MAP esti-
mators are compared with hard (solid triangle) and soft (dash
triangle) RCPC decoding. The advantage in terms of rate scala-
bility is clear and, for instance, the soft MAP decoder can work
with a very low level of coding redundancy; the lowest sim-

ulated value of is 5 10 , corresponding to a coding rate
, unfeasible by means of RCPC codes.

Finally, our results are compared to previous work [19]. As
already mentioned, the JSCC scheme in [19] is based on memo-
ryless symbol level AC, where symbols are differences between
neighboring pixels, represented by 8 bits. On the other hand,
in the present paper we use binary AC on similar data,1 after
a proper binary mapping. In order to make a fair comparison
between the two systems, we present a series of experiments,
addressing the same channel coding rates. In [19], the channel
coding rate is approximatively , where
4.6 bpp is the image coding rate in the absence of the forbidden
symbol, and is the coding redundancy mea-
sured in bpp. This formula for takes into account that the for-
bidden symbol is added to a 256-symbol input alphabet, as op-
posed to the binary alphabet considered in this paper. The coding
rate achieved by our scheme is , where
5.1 bpp is the image coding rate and is the redundancy per
pixel, recalling that each prediction error is mapped to 9 bits.
In the following, we consider equal to {0.82, 0.9, 0.95},
corresponding to in our scheme and
to in [19]. Two sequential decoding ap-
proaches are proposed in [19], which require knowledge of the
soft demodulated values at the decoder side. BPSK signalling
is employed and the number of branching points in the binary
tree is limited according to a threshold , in order to select
the most likely erroneous positions in the received codeword.
A depth first algorithm, based on error detection and adaptive
selection of the value, and a breadth-first technique, based on
MA and Euclidean distance, are introduced. It is worth noticing
that the second approach corresponds to the ML criterion, which
does not take into account the a priori knowledge of the source,
as in the MAP metric proposed in this paper. It is well known
that MAP decoding can be reduced to ML decoding in the case
of equally likely source symbols; however, AC is employed to
compress non uniformly distributed symbols, and thus ML de-
coding turns out to be suboptimal in most cases. A certain com-
putational overhead is required to evaluate the MAP metric (2).
This amount to supplementary multiplications for each ex-
plored path in the decoding tree; nevertheless, the added com-
plexity is negligible with respect to the computational cost of
the sequential search algorithm, dominated by the sorting of the

stored paths. In Table II, the packet recovery rates obtained
by means of our proposed MAP estimators, with both hard and
soft decoding, are compared with those in [19] as a function of .
We point out that the results were obtained on different images
for the two systems; nevertheless, significant system parame-
ters such as the packet length are the same. In the soft decoding
case, the proposed MAP decoder, based on SA, outperforms
both techniques in [19]. In particular, it is worth noticing the per-
formance gap between the proposed MAP and the breadth first
ML decoder in [19]. The results in the case of hard decoding
are reported for sake of comparison and they confirm that the
proposed approach exhibits a good performance also in the ab-
sence of soft demodulated values, which are required by both
algorithms in [19].

1The pixel predictor used in [19] is not given in the paper.
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TABLE II
PACKET RECOVERY RATES (%) FOR THE PROPOSED MAP ESTIMATOR

WITH SOFT AND HARD DECODING, AND DEPTH FIRST (D.F.) AND

BREADTH FIRST (B.F.) ALGORITHMS IN [19]

VI. RESILIENT SPIHT IMAGE TRANSMISSION

The experimental results presented in this section deal with
the reliable transmission of lossy compressed images across the
AWGN channels. The popular SPIHT [30] codec is employed
and the obtained progressive stream is encoded by means of
binary memoryless AC with a forbidden symbol and transmitted
across the error prone channel. SPIHT is an efficient encoder,
and therefore AC offers little compression gain and is mainly
employed to provide robustness against transmission error.

The proposed system preserves SPIHT progressiveness, since
no packetization is required. This feature can be profitably ex-
ploited at the decoder side; when the MAP sequential estimator
is not able to correctly terminate the decoding, because of the
implemented suboptimal search strategy, a certain number of re-
liable bits can still be forwarded to the SPIHT decoder, yielding
an image quality that increases with the available rate. A cer-
tain number of bits decoded just before the error detection are
discarded, since they are likely to contain residual errors; the
number of flushed bits depends on and is evaluated as

[17], where represents the desired
probability that all decoding errors are discarded. In our imple-
mentation we selected .

The simulation results, reported in the following, are obtained
on the test image GIRL, when the overall coding rate, which in-
cludes the forbidden symbol redundancy, is fixed to 0.25 bpp.
The employed MAP decoder is based on SA with ,
and the performance is measured in terms of the average de-
coded PSNR over 1000 independent image transmissions. It is
worth noticing that, in the case of the low correlated SPIHT bit-
stream, the gap between ML and MAP decoding could be highly
reduced. Nevertheless, when the value of is not sufficient to as-
sure a fast pruning of the decoding tree, or when the transmissive
channel is particularly noisy, the a priori term turns out to signif-
icantly improve the performance. As an example, ML and MAP
decoding yield an average PSNR of 28.31 and 29.61 dB, respec-
tively, in the case and hard decoding with ; in

Fig. 7. Average PSNR as a function of � in the case E =N = 4:32 dB;
MAP estimator with hard (square) and soft (circle) metric is compared versus
RCPC/CRC scheme in the case of hard (triangle) and soft (cross) decoding.

the case of a larger value of ML and MAP decoding
yield almost the same performance with an average PSNR of
31.30 and 31.35 dB, respectively. In the following, the proposed
MAP decoding approach is compared with the technique in [24],
where the SPIHT bitstream is fragmented into small packets of
200 bits, and each packet, followed by a 16-bit CRC, is protected
by means of the same RCPC code with memory 6 employed in
the previous section. The decoder is implemented by a Viterbi
list algorithm, where the outer CRC enables error detection.

In Fig. 7 the average PSNR is reported as a function of in the
case of transmission across an AWGN channel with

dB, yielding a bit transition probability . The re-
sults obtained by means of hard (square) and soft (circle) MAP
decoding are shown and superimposed on those achieved by
the concatenated RCPC/CRC scheme with both hard (triangle)
and soft (star) decoding. The advantages of the proposed MAP
decoder are manifold. First of all, the coding rate can be ad-
justed freely, and therefore the best tradeoff between source and
channel coding can be selected for the given channel condi-
tions and overall transmitted rate; conversely, the RCPC/CRC
approach allows only a coarse rate adjustment, in our simulation
limited to values of and , respectively. More-
over, the proposed system does not require packetization, which
impacts on the SPIHT coding rate granularity. Finally, in the re-
ported plots both hard and soft MAP decoders exhibit a gain of
about 0.4 dB in terms of average PSNR, over the RCPC/CRC
system. In particular, the best soft MAP decoder performance
is obtained with a value of as low as 0.1, corresponding to an
equivalent coding rate .

In Fig. 8, the results obtained in the case dB,
corresponding to , are shown. With such a high
channel SNR, the soft RCPC code decoding does not improve
considerably on hard decoding, since both hard and soft de-
coding are able to correct all the errors in each transmitted
image. On the other hand, the JSCC system allows one to
employ a very small amount of coding redundancy, raising the
performance gap to more than 1 dB in terms of decoded image
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Fig. 8. Average PSNR as a function of � for E =N = 6:79 dB; MAP
estimator with hard (square) and soft (circle) metric is compared versus
RCPC/CRC scheme in the case of hard (triangle) and soft (cross) decoding.

Fig. 9. Average PSNR as a function of E =N obtained with the proposed
MAP decoder and soft decoding technique [25].

quality in the case of soft MAP decoding. In fact, the soft
MAP decoder optimal performance is achieved with ,
corresponding to , which yields an average PSNR
of 32.95 dB to be compared with the best performance of the
RCPC/CRC, amounting to 31.89 dB.

Finally, as mentioned in the introduction, we compare the
proposed technique with a similar approach which contem-
porarily appeared in [25]. In [25], the MAP decoding approach
is applied to AC with soft synchronization markers; these
latter are resynchronization patterns, which are inserted in the
symbol sequence at some known positions in order to provide
error detection at the decoder side. In Fig. 9 the average PSNR
obtained with the proposed MAP estimator with soft decoding
is compared to results available in [25] with the same amount of
coding redundancy. The results are worked out on the standard
test image Lena 512 512 compressed at 0.5 bpp. In [25] the
adopted image coder is JPEG 2000, whereas in the current
paper SPIHT is used; nonetheless, the reported results are

comparable since the adopted codecs exhibit almost the same
coding efficiency. In order to make a fair comparison, the MA
technique with , as reported in [25], is employed for
sequential pruning of the decoding tree. The results reported in
Fig. 9 show that the proposed system significantly outperforms
[25]; this allows us to claim that the proposed approach based
on continuous error detection, yields better performance than
error detection obtained with periodic synchronization markers.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed novel MAP decoding tech-
niques for AC with a forbidden symbol. The approach has been
tested for image transmission across an AWGN channel with
both hard and soft decoding in the case of BPSK signalling. The
system represents a JSCC approach and shows a number of sig-
nificant advantages. First, the encoder exhibits the same com-
plexity as traditional AC, whereas the MAP decoder computa-
tional load can be scaled according to memory and decoding
delay constraints. Second, MAP decoding of AC achieves an
error correction performance that outperforms standard RCPC
codes. In the case of lossless image compression, we are able to
provide both compression and error protection with the same
tool. Moreover, the proposed system has been profitably ex-
ploited in the case of SPIHT image transmission, where it pre-
serves coding progressiveness. Finally, the amount of coding
redundancy can be finely adjusted, simply acting on the proba-
bility attributed to the forbidden symbol.

Future work includes the generalization of the proposed
technique to adaptive AC. In fact, the concept of adaptiveness
can be applied not only to the source model but also to the
amount of coding redundancy, thus designing a joint and adap-
tive source channel coding system. Moreover, the proposed
approach is being applied to concatenated schemes, where
iterative decoding is taken into account.
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